
                                    

 

little me day nurseries 
NEWSLETTER June 2020 

CANADA WATER 

We are delighted that our nurseries are back open and to see our staff and families back.  We are particularly impressed 

with the children’s resilience and how easily they have settled back into nursery life.  Although we are not able to offer 

our full programme the children have been kept busy and managed to enjoy the good weather.  We are looking forward 

to gradually moving back to our normal hours and routines hopefully from September and in the meantime hope that 

everyone is keeping well. 

Our nursery themes this month were: The Environment & Recycling, Around the World, Colours & Matching, Science & 

Investigation, Pets.  The children have also enjoyed French, Yoga and Dance/Movement classes online. 

Babies have been on local walks visiting the boating dockyard, observing the swans and ducks in the water and having 

picnics in the woodlands.  They have explored paint with their bodies using their hands and feet to discover textures.  

Babies have made their own sensory bags using foam, oil, flour and glitter using their fingers to find the hidden objects and 

enjoyed musical instruments with songs and dancing. 

 

Teenies have been looking at colours, on local walks the children have found rainbows and then returned to nursery to 

create their own using crayons.  They have created their own flags using different materials and put together a world map.  

On local outings to the canal and woodlands the children have enjoyed picnics, feeding the ducks and worked on developing 

strength and balance on stairs.  Teenies have been particularly interested in mini-beasts so they took magnifying glasses to 

look at the insects closer and then draw them when they got back.  They have also used recycled materials to create their 

own “Junk Model Monsters”, sticking, gluing and painting using their imaginations. 

 

Toddlers have been on outings visiting the pond and using clipboards and paper to draw what they could see.  They have 

been looking at clothing from around the world and created their own interpretations using various materials.  They have 

carried out a number of scientific experiments and investigations – their favourite was watching an explosion (with mentos 

and coke) discussing how ice melts into water and looking at shadows with foil and torches.  They have also worked on 

colours, numbers and learning animal names.   

 

Preschool - have used paper mache balloons to create their interpretations of planet earth as well as discussing where they 

live.  We have had discussions on waste and recycling and trying to re-use things wherever possible, also extending the 

conversation into travel and ways in which the children get to nursery.  Preschool created their own number hopscotch on 

the floor, practising to follow instructions and identify numbers through hopping. 

Preschool phonics:  This month the children have focused on the letters and sounds of “s, a, t”.  They have been playing 

“letter bingo” by matching letters to objects, hunting for ants using magnifying glasses and continued to practise writing the 

letter of the week and their names. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Babies have been exploring 

dinosaurs through paint using 

dinosaur shaped sponges and 

paint to print marks 


